Antitrust/Competition

Epiq has unparalleled
experience supporting our
clients in regulatory matters.

reliability
Whether a Second Request in the United States, a Supplementary
Information Request (SIR) in Canada, or an investigation by the
European Commission or other foreign regulator or jurisdiction,
these matters require precise, reliable execution.

People. Partnership. Performance.
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world-class resourcefulness
Transactions for multinational companies are coming under increased scrutiny in various
countries and Epiq has the international resources to respond promptly in all jurisdictions involved,
in accordance with applicable data privacy regulations. We have developed a core group of
document review managers and attorney reviewers in the U.S., Canada, Europe, and Asia who have
extensive antitrust/competition document review experience and understand the requirements
for meeting regulatory specifications.
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high-performance results
reviewed over 5M
documents with
475 reviewers over
three locations

221 reviewers
reviewed 5.9M
documents,
including postreview depo prep

300 reviewers
review 1.8M
documents under
tight deadline

typical document
count reductions
of 60-70% using
technology assisted
review in a Second
Request

used TAR to reduce
750K documents
by 80%, creating
significant cost
savings to our client

tackled large,
complex SIR
project in 31 days,
reducing document
population by 89%
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how we deliver
Document review

Collection and data analysis

Epiq has document review centers
in over 15 cities throughout the world
with an excess of 2,300 review seats.
The depth and breadth of the platform
allows Epiq to offer clients significant
flexibility in the execution of their project.
We provide secure, confidential review
rooms as large as 78 seats or as small as
two seats.

Epiq has global collection teams that
are routinely deployed around the
world to quickly perform secure and
defensible collections of structured and
unstructured data sources. Source and
custodian information is closely tracked
and documented in anticipation of
continued negotiation and regulatory
scrutiny of custodian lists.

Project planning and
management

Security

Epiq has experienced teams of data,
technology-assisted review, and
document review professionals who
work with our clients to establish a
project plan that serves as the road map
for the defensible collection, analysis,
prioritization, review and production of
their data. Epiq understands the urgency
of the transaction and is committed
to providing reliable, proactive and
responsive support so that deadlines are
met and deals close on time.
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Epiq delivers fully integrated technology
products and services to ensure your
organization’s security needs. Since we
handle our clients’ most sensitive data,
maintaining the highest levels of security
is paramount. Epiq brings the highestlevel security controls and expert staff
to every matter, from start to finish,
removing the possibility of data being
copied, saved and/or forwarded outside
of the review center.

Privilege review and privilege
log drafting
Epiq has extensive experience creating
privilege logs that meet the specific
requirements of antitrust/competition
regulators in the U.S. and abroad. We
have automated the privilege log
process, which drives significant process
efficiencies and cost savings.

Prioritization, review, and
production
Epiq strives to reduce the time and cost
of antitrust/competition document
reviews and production with the most
effective workflows. Sophisticated data
analytics and document prioritization
technologies substantially reduce the
number of documents that require
review and allow the review team to move
through the data quickly, accurately, and
defensibly. With secure review centers
on three continents, on-site capabilities,
and experienced document review teams,
Epiq can bring significant cost efficiencies
to the process.

depth
Epiq works closely with corporate and outside counsel from the outset
of the engagement to collect, process, review, and produce data in a
defensible and cost-efficient manner. Epiq has been on the forefront of
developing successful strategies with government agencies for deploying
technology-assisted review (TAR) tools to dramatically reduce both the
volume of data a company must provide and the cost of that compliance.
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production
Epiq offers unmatched speed, scale, and security — we routinely collect from
both standard and varied data sources and process, review, and produce
terabytes of data globally each month.

10+ 3-5 4
terabytes
processed during
the largest project
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terabytes —
typical processing
volume

terabytes per
day processing
capacity

1

terabyte
average daily
throughput

Experience
Front-end involvement
Epiq is frequently engaged during preliminary filing phases of an antitrust project when
critical relationships and workflows are established in advance of future activities.

Project planning
Epiq has experienced teams of data, technology assisted review (TAR), and document review
professionals who work with our clients to establish a project plan that serves as the road map
for the defensible collection, analysis, prioritization, review, and production of their data.

Technology-assisted review (TAR)
With a track record of hundreds of successful TAR projects, Epiq has been a leader in
the growing acceptance and use of TAR, particularly by regulatory agencies engaged in
antitrust/competition reviews.

Regulatory disclosures
Veteran teams of operations and consulting professionals help guide the corporate legal team
and their outside counsel with respect to the regulatory disclosure requirements established
by agencies such as the Department of Justice (DOJ) and Federal Trade Commission (FTC).

27

full-time review
managers globally

150+

production engineers
run 24/7 operations

100+

Second Requests, SIRs,
and EU Commission
investigations

Canadian Competition Bureau
Epiq has extensive experience producing data to the Bureau.

European Union (EU)
The Epiq international processing and review centers can handle investigatory requests
from the European Union and individual countries.
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Business Process Solutions
Class Action & Mass Tort
Court Reporting
eDiscovery
Regulatory & Compliance
Restructuring & Bankruptcy

epiqglobal.com
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